Abstract Young men who have sex with men
Introduction
HIV and problematic alcohol use, including alcohol use disorders, are two epidemics that disproportionately affect young men who have sex with men (YMSM). In 2015, MSM accounted for 67% of all new HIV infections and 82% of new HIV infections among men [1] . Further, YMSM ages 13-24 and 25-34 had the highest rates with increases of 6 and 18%, respectively, from 2010 to 2014 [1] . YMSM also report higher rates of alcohol use compared to their heterosexual peers, a finding that is consistent across multiple studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Given the rising HIV incidence and increased rates of alcohol use among YMSM, there is an urgent need to understand risk factors for these health outcomes in this population.
The motivational model of alcohol use [7] may help to explain what puts YMSM at risk for problematic alcohol use and it may also help to clarify inconsistent findings regarding the link between alcohol use and sexual risk behavior. The model posits that people drink to attain specific outcomes (e.g., to decrease negative emotions, to increase positive emotions, to facilitate social interactions) [8, 9] , and greater endorsement of these motives is associated with increased alcohol use and problems (for a review, see [10] ). Despite substantial evidence that drinking motives act as risk factors for problematic alcohol use, they have received limited attention among YMSM, especially in regard to sexual risk behavior.
A few studies have replicated the associations between drinking motives and alcohol use/problems in samples of sexual minorities, including YMSM [11] [12] [13] [14] . A recent study also demonstrated that some MSM are motived to drink to enhance sex, which is also associated with greater alcohol use and problems [11] . A major gap in the literature on drinking motives among YMSM is that all of the aforementioned studies operationalized drinking motives as stable traits rather than states that fluctuate across drinking episodes. However, the motivational model of alcohol use posits that motivation for drinking is situationally activated rather than a reflection of individual differences. In fact, event-level studies using presumably heterosexual samples have found that 26-60% of the variance in drinking motives is accounted for by withinperson fluctuation across drinking episodes [15, 16] . As such, event-level studies are required to improve our understanding of episode-specific risk factors for problematic drinking among YMSM. If we can determine which motivations are more strongly associated with heavier drinking on specific occasions, then interventions to reduce problematic drinking may be enhanced by targeting those motivations.
While there is accumulating research on drinking motives and alcohol use, to our knowledge only one study has examined the influence of drinking motives on sexual risk behavior among MSM. Kahler, Wray [11] found that sexual motives for drinking were associated with engaging in sex under the influence of alcohol or other substances, but not condomless anal sex (CAS). They suggested that other factors may be more relevant to predicting CAS, such as the amount of alcohol consumed and attitudes toward condom use. However, research has yet to examine the associations between other drinking motives (e.g., to cope with negative emotions, to enhance pleasure, to facilitate social interactions) and CAS, especially at the event-level. Additionally, although research has consistently demonstrated that illicit drug use is associated with sexual risk behavior [17] [18] [19] [20] , findings have been inconsistent for alcohol use [17, 18] and event-level studies typically do not find a significant association between alcohol use and sexual risk behavior [21] [22] [23] [24] . Drinking motives may help to explain these inconsistent findings, as the influence of alcohol use on sexual risk behavior may depend on one's motivation for drinking. For instance, if someone is drinking to cope with negative emotions, then heavier drinking may contribute to engaging in CAS, because that person may be more prone to the disinhibiting effects of alcohol. Finally, several event-level studies that did not find a significant association between alcohol use and sexual risk behavior did not take into account potential differences between casual and serious relationships [21, 23, 25] . There is some evidence that alcohol has a different effect on sexual behavior with casual versus serious partners, although findings have been mixed. In a sample of young adults (33% MSM), alcohol use had a stronger influence on sex among single people compared to partnered people [24] . Additionally, an event-level study found a positive association between alcohol use before sex and CAS with casual partners, but not serious partners [26] . These findings suggest that alcohol use has less of an influence on sexual behavior with serious partners. However, another study examined partner-bypartner associations between alcohol use before sex and CAS and found that the association strengthened over the course of development for serious partners, but not casual partners [27] . These inconsistencies appear to be due, in part, to methodological differences (e.g., event-level versus partner-by partner analyses). Although additional research is needed to understand how relationship type influences the association between alcohol use and CAS, the existing evidence suggests that the association should be examined separately for casual versus serious partners. As such, we examined the associations between alcoholrelated variables (alcohol consumption and drinking motives) and CAS with casual versus serious partners.
In sum, the goals of the current study were: (1) to examine the event-level associations between drinking motives and alcohol consumption in general and before sex; and (2) to examine the event-level associations between alcohol-related variables (alcohol consumption and drinking motives) and CAS with casual versus serious partners. A sample of 189 YMSM completed daily or weekly self-report measures of alcohol use, sexual risk behavior, and four drinking motives (drinking to cope with negative emotions, to enhance pleasure, to be more social, and to enhance sex). We hypothesized that all of the drinking motives would be positively associated with alcohol consumption in general and before sex at the eventlevel. We did not make different hypotheses for each of the drinking motives, because a daily diary study found that their associations with desire to drink were similar in strength [15] . Additionally, we hypothesized that all of the drinking motives and alcohol consumption would be positively associated with CAS at the event-level, with associations being stronger for CAS with casual partners (as opposed to serious partners).
Methods

Participants and Procedures
The current study utilized baseline and prospective diary data from a subset of 189 YMSM who participated in a larger project [28] , which was a two-month diary study of substance use and sexual behavior designed to study behavioral reactivity. The initial sample included 370 YMSM who met the following inclusion criteria: (1) assigned male at birth and reported current male gender identity; (2) between ages 16 and 29 at baseline; (3) reported oral or anal sex with a man during the past 6 months; (4) reported any binge drinking (i.e., 5 or more drinks on a single occasion) [29] or illicit drug use during the past 30 days; and (5) reported HIV-negative or unknown serostatus. Although the initial sample included 370 YMSM, 181 were excluded from the current analyses because: (1) they were in the no diary control condition and, as such, did not have event-level data (N = 129); or (2) despite endorsing binge drinking or illicit drug use in the 30 days prior to completing the eligibility screener, they did not report drinking alcohol or having sex on any days during the two-month diary period and, as such, did not have event-level data (N = 52). The final analytic sample included 189 YMSM.
Participants were recruited through national Facebook advertisements between August 2014 and April 2015. Advertisements targeted men who were interested in men and described a study focused on men's health. Those who clicked on the advertisements were linked to a landing page that described the study and directed interested individuals to a screener. The screener assessed the above inclusion criteria as well as demographic and contact information to facilitate identification of duplicate or fake participants. Eligible participants were sent a link to complete a baseline assessment. Those who completed the baseline assessment were randomized to one of three diary conditions: daily diaries (N = 120), weekly diaries (N = 121), and a no diary control condition (N = 129).
Participants in the daily diary condition were asked to report their substance use and sexual behavior from the preceding day, while those in the weekly diary condition were asked to report these behaviors retrospectively for each day of the preceding week. Participants who were assigned to the daily diary condition received an email link each day for 56 consecutive days to complete their diary surveys, while participants in the weekly diary condition received an email link each week for eight consecutive weeks to complete their diary surveys (seven daily reports within each weekly survey). Participants in each of the diary conditions were allotted 48 h to complete each diary survey and automated emails were sent to remind them to complete their diary surveys. Within each of these two diary conditions, half of the participants were randomly assigned to receive automated feedback each week. Feedback was delivered in the form of graphic illustrations of their frequencies of substance use and sexual behavior, as well as change in these risk behaviors from the prior weeks. Participants were compensated up to $60 for their involvement, pro-rated based on their level of completion. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board at Northwestern University. Parental permission was waived under 45 CFR 46.408(c) for minors (ages 16-17) [30] . Informed consent was completed online prior to beginning the baseline assessment and participants were advised to complete surveys on personal devices in private spaces.
Baseline Measures
Demographics
Demographic characteristics were assessed, including age, sexual orientation, race/ethnicity, highest level of education completed, self-reported HIV status, current student status, current employment status, and geographic region (based on zip codes). See Table 1 for response options and descriptive results.
Alcohol Use Problems
The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) [31] is a 10-item measure of alcohol use and problems in the past six months. Items are rated on different Likert-type scales depending on the question. For instance, response options for (16) (17) (18) (19) , and possible alcohol dependence (C20) [32] . Cronbach's alpha was .79.
Marijuana Use Problems
The Cannabis Use Disorders Identification Test-Revised (CUDIT-R) [33] is an eight-item measure of marijuana misuse and problems in the past six months. Similar to the AUDIT, items are rated on different Likert-type scales depending on the question. For instance, response options for ''How often do you use marijuana?'' include: never (1), monthly or less (2), 2-4 times a month (3), 2-3 times a week (4), and 4 or more times a week (5). Response options for ''Have you ever thought about cutting down, or stopping, your use of marijuana?'' include: never (1), yes, but not in the past 6 months (2), and yes, during the past 6 months (3). Total scores are computed by summing responses and scores of 13 or higher suggest problematic use [33] . Cronbach's alpha was .77.
Lifetime Illicit Drug Use
Participants were asked, ''Have you ever used other drugs besides marijuana?'' Those who had used illicit drugs were asked if they had ever used the following specific illicit drugs: cocaine, methamphetamine, ecstasy, ketamine, GHB, psychedelics, inhalants, opiates, heroin, poppers, and erectile dysfunction medications.
Event-Level Measures
Drinking Motives
Four drinking motives were assessed on a daily basisdrinking to cope, to enhance pleasure, to be more social, and to enhance sex. The measure was based on the Drinking Motives Questionnaire-Revised-Short Form (DMQ-R-SF) [34] . Each day for two months, participants were asked to indicate if they drank alcohol that day. On days when they drank alcohol, they were presented with the following directions: ''Here is a list of reasons people give for drinking alcohol. What were the reasons you drank alcohol on [date]?'' The list included 11 reasons. Four reasons assessed drinking to cope (to forget my worries, because I was feeling depressed or nervous, to feel more self-confident, to forget about my problems), four reasons assessed drinking to enhance pleasure (because I like the feeling, because it's exciting, to get drunk or high, because it's fun), two reasons assessed drinking to enhance sex (to help me relax about having sex, to feel horny or turned on), and one reason assessed drinking to be more social (to help me talk to people or feel more social). Participants were instructed to choose all that applied (yes or no). Composite variables were created for each drinking motive. If a participant endorsed any drinking motive in a category, then they received a 1 for that category. If they did not endorse any drinking motives in a category, then they received a 0 for that category. Given that participants only completed the drinking motives measure on days when they endorsed drinking, there were too few participants who completed it on most days to test its psychometric properties [35] . However, it is based on the DMQ-R-SF and previous research has confirmed the four-factor structure of the measure and acceptable internal consistency of the four subscales (a ranges from .70 to .83) [34] .
Alcohol Consumption
Participants were asked to indicate whether or not they drank alcohol for every day during a two-month period. On days when they drank alcohol, they were asked to report how many drinks they consumed. To reduce outliers, number of drinks consumed was Winsorized at three standard deviations. Winsorization reduces the impact of outliers by converting them to the value of the highest data point not considered to be an outlier [36] . As such, values greater than three standard deviations (i.e., values greater than 17) were set to equal 17 (0.01% of the data). Across 1768 drinking occasions, the mean and standard deviation of the Winsorized data were 4.38 and 3.43, respectively.
Alcohol Consumption Before Sex
Participants were asked to indicate whether or not they had sex for every day during a two-month period. On days when they had sex, they were asked if they drank alcohol before sex. If they drank alcohol before sex, then they were asked to report how many drinks they consumed. To reduce outliers, number of drinks consumed before sex was Winsorized at three standard deviations. As such, values greater than 14 were set to equal 14 (0.02% of the data). Across 289 drinking before sex occasions, the mean and standard deviation of the Winsorized data were 4.42 and 2.84, respectively.
Condomless Anal Sex (CAS)
Participants were asked to indicate whether or not they had anal sex for every day during a two-month period. On days when they had anal sex, they were asked if they were the receptive partner (''bottom''), the insertive partner (''top''), or both. For each type of anal sex they endorsed, they were asked if they used a condom. 
Analyses
Analyses were conducted in HLM 6.08. Poisson distributions were modeled when the outcome was a count variable (number of drinks consumed in general and before sex) and Bernoulli distributions were modeled when the outcome was a dichotomous variable (CAS with casual and serious partners). Overdispersion was corrected for when the standard deviation was larger than the mean for the outcome (CAS with casual partners). All results reported are from the unit-specific models with robust standard errors and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) that do not include 1 are significant a p \ .05. Prior to testing our hypotheses, we conducted several preliminary analyses. First, we examined the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for each count variable and the weighted kappa for each dichotomous variable by testing unconditional models (models without predictors). The ICC represents the ratio of the between-person variance to the total variance. A higher ICC indicates that a larger proportion of the total variance is accounted for by differences between participants (versus within-person fluctuation across observations). Interpretation of the weighted kappa is analogous to the ICC. The weighted kappa represents the extent to which agreement between observations in the same cluster (i.e., within-person) exceeds agreement between observations from different clusters (i.e., between-person). A higher weighted kappa indicates a greater degree of within-person consistency across repeated observations. Then, we examined whether study conditions influenced each outcome by entering diary type (0 = weekly, 1 = daily) and feedback (0 = no, 1 = yes) as level-2 predictors of each outcome in separate analyses. If either had a significant effect, then it was included as a covariate in subsequent analyses focused on that outcome.
To test our hypotheses, we examined the event-level associations between: (1) drinking motives and alcohol consumption (in general and before sex); and (2) alcoholrelated variables (alcohol consumption and drinking motives) and CAS with casual versus serious partners. First, we estimated the bivariate associations between each level-1 predictor and each outcome. Then, we included all four drinking motives as level-1 predictors of each outcome to estimate their relative associations.
Results
The mean age of the analytic sample was 22.96 (SD = 3.08). Most participants identified as gay (85.7%) followed by bisexual (13.2%) and other (1.1%). The sample was racially/ ethnically diverse with the largest percentages of participants identifying as White (45.0%), Hispanic/Latino (25.9%), Black/African American (20.1%), and multi-racial (6.3%). Additional demographic characteristics (highest level of education, HIV status, student status, employment status, and geographic region) are reported in Table 1 . In regard to alcohol use problems, the mean score on the AUDIT was 8.48 (SD = 5.70) and 52% of the sample scored in the low-risk drinking or abstinence range, 34% in the alcohol use in excess of low-risk guidelines range, 9% in the harmful and hazardous drinking range, and 5% in the possible alcohol dependence range. In regard to marijuana use problems, the mean score on the CUDIT-R was 5.31 (SD = 6.33) and 15% of the sample scored in the problematic marijuana use range (note that baseline descriptive data for the AUDIT and CUDIT-R differ from a previous article due to differences in the analytic samples [14] ). Additionally, 39% of the sample endorsed any lifetime illicit drug use, including cocaine (21%), ecstasy (19%), psychedelics (12%), poppers (11%), opiates (10%), methamphetamine (9%), inhalants (8%), ketamine (4%), GHB (3%), heroin (1%), and erectile dysfunction medications (1%).
The ICCs were .37 and .32 for alcohol consumption in general and before sex, respectively. This indicates that 37 and 32% of the variance in number of drinks consumed (in general and before sex, respectively) were due to betweenperson differences, whereas 63 and 68% of the variance (in number of drinks consumed in general and before sex, respectively) were due to within-person fluctuation across drinking episodes. The weighted kappas were .31 for drinking to cope, .50 for drinking to enhance pleasure, .33 for drinking to be more social, and .25 for drinking to enhance sex. The weighted kappas were .35 for CAS with casual partners and .72 for CAS with serious partners. Participants were largely inconsistent in their endorsement of drinking motives and CAS with casual partners across days, whereas they were largely consistent in their endorsement of CAS with serious partners across days. Diary condition was not significantly associated with any of the outcome variables. Feedback condition was only significantly associated with CAS with serious partners (OR = 4.41, 95% CI 1.24, 15.72), so it was included as a covariate in all analyses focused on that outcome variable.
First, we examined the event-level associations between drinking motives and alcohol consumption (see Table 2 ). Largely consistent with hypotheses, there were significant positive associations between three of the drinking motives (drinking to cope, to enhance pleasure, and to be more social) and number of drinks consumed. In contrast, drinking to enhance sex was not significantly associated with number of drinks consumed. Although there was a significant positive association between drinking to cope and number of drinks consumed before sex in the bivariate analysis, it became non-significant in the multivariate analysis. None of the other drinking motives were significantly associated with number of drinks consumed before sex.
Then, we examined the event-level associations between the alcohol-related variables (drinking motives and alcohol consumption) and CAS (see Table 3 ). There were significant positive associations between alcohol consumption (in general and before sex) and CAS with casual partners. There was also a significant negative association between drinking to enhance pleasure and CAS with casual partners, but none of the other drinking motives were significantly associated with CAS with casual partners. None of the alcohol-related variables were significantly associated with CAS with serious partners.
Discussion
The current study examined the event-level associations among drinking motives, alcohol consumption, and sexual risk behavior in a sample of YMSM. Consistent with previous research [15, 16] , there was substantial withinperson variation in drinking motives across drinking episodes, highlighting the value of operationalizing drinking motives as fluctuating states. Findings support drinking motives as event-level risk factors for alcohol consumption in general (but not before sex) in this high-risk population. Specifically, YMSM drank more on days when they drank to cope, to enhance pleasure, or to be more social. There was a 53% increase in the number of drinks consumed on days when they drank to enhance pleasure, compared to a 26% increase on days when they drank to be more social and a 19% increase on days when they drank to cope. Thus, YMSM drank the most on days when their drinking was motivated by the desire to experience more pleasure. This is generally consistent with previous findings that enhancement and social facilitation motives have stronger influences on alcohol consumption than coping motives [37] , although this previous study found that social facilitation motives had the strongest influence.
Several studies have found that the association between drinking to enhance pleasure and alcohol problems becomes non-significant when drinking to cope is taken into account [8, [38] [39] [40] . However, the current study and one previous study of YMSM [14] found that both drinking motives were associated with alcohol use and problems, and that drinking to enhance pleasure had a stronger influence compared to drinking to cope. While previous research on drinking among YMSM has emphasized the role of drinking as a way to escape negative feelings about one's sexual orientation, the current findings suggest that an important motivation for drinking among YMSM is to feel good and to have fun. Drinking to have fun may be particularly likely to escalate into problematic drinking in this population, given evidence that gay men drink more frequently in bars compared to heterosexual men [41, 42] 21:1904-1913 1909 sexual minorities report more tolerant substance use norms compared to heterosexuals [43] , and substance use norms (e.g., perceptions of drinking as normative, tolerance of heavy drinking and illicit drug use) are associated with greater substance use among sexual minorities [44] . As such, drinking to enhance pleasure may remain an important predictor of alcohol use and problems for YMSM, given the unique aspects of drinking in this population. Findings also help to clarify inconsistent findings regarding alcohol use and sexual risk behavior. As noted, research has consistently demonstrated that illicit drug use is associated with sexual risk behavior [17] [18] [19] , but findings have been inconsistent for alcohol use [17, 18] and event-level studies typically do not find a significant association between alcohol use and sexual risk behavior [21] [22] [23] [24] . Consistent with a previous event-level study [26] , we found a positive association between alcohol use (in general and before sex) and CAS with casual partners, but not with serious partners. However, these findings are inconsistent with a study that found that the association between alcohol use before sex and CAS increased over the course of development for serious partners, but not casual partners [27] . The two studies that found associations between alcohol use before sex and CAS with casual partners used event-level designs, which measure these behaviors for specific sexual episodes. In contrast, the study that found an association between alcohol use before sex and CAS with serious partners assessed these behaviors at a partner-by-partner level, which averages across specific sexual episodes with each partner. The partner-bypartner level analysis is confounded by factors such as changes in drinking behavior over the course of a relationship (e.g., drinking more at the beginning of a relationship and decreasing over time). In this case, it is possible that drinking and CAS co-occur, but the association may not be causal. It is unlikely that one episode of drinking would lead to CAS with a serious partner, because one's pattern of sexual behavior is likely already established. In contrast, one episode of drinking may contribute to CAS with a casual partner in which case a pattern of sexual behavior has not been established. As research continues to clarify the role of alcohol in sexual risk behavior, it will be important to consider the role of HIVstatus. All of the participants in our sample were HIVnegative and there were not enough HIV-positive partners to examine the associations between alcohol use and CAS as a function of both relationship type (casual versus serious) and partner HIV-status.
Finally, drinking motives were generally not associated with CAS (with the exception of a negative association between drinking to enhance pleasure and CAS with casual partners). This is consistent with Kahler, Wray [11] , who found that sexual motives for drinking were not associated with CAS among MSM. They suggested that factors such OR odds ratio, 95% CI 95% confidence interval (those that do not include 1 are significant a p \ .05, represented in bold font) a CAS with casual partners was modeled using a Bernoulli distribution correcting for over dispersion and results are from unit-specific models with robust standard errors b CAS with serious partners was modeled using a Bernoulli distribution, results are from unit-specific models with robust standard errors, and feedback condition was included as a covariate (because it was significantly associated with CAS with serious partners in a bivariate analysis)
as amount of alcohol consumed and attitudes toward condom use may be more relevant to predicting CAS. Consistent with this hypothesis, we found that alcohol consumption was associated with CAS with casual partners. Thus, while drinking motives appear to be an important risk factor for alcohol use and problems, the risk does not appear to extend to sexual risk behavior. Instead, drinking motives appear to influence alcohol consumption, which in turn influences CAS with casual partners. Findings have important implications for the treatment of problematic drinking as well as HIV prevention among YMSM. Given that YMSM consumed more alcohol on days when they drank to cope with negative emotions, to enhance pleasure, or to be more social, they may benefit from interventions that help them recognize the role of motivation in alcohol consumption and that encourage them to consider why they are drinking on a particular occasion. Although effective interventions to reduce problematic drinking among MSM are scarce [45] , studies have demonstrated that motivational interviewing (MI), an intervention that seeks to enhance motivation to reduce risk behavior and increase protective behavior, is effective for reducing substance use, including alcohol use, among MSM [46] [47] [48] . Clinicians can use MI to increase awareness of drinking motives and motivation to reduce alcohol use. After raising awareness of drinking motives, clinicians can apply specific interventions that target the individual's typical drinking motive. For instance, those who drink to cope may benefit from stress reduction and coping skills training, whereas those who drink to enhance pleasure may benefit from learning alternative sources of pleasure and restructuring expectancies for alcohol's enhancing effects [8] . Given that drinking to increase positive emotion was a stronger predictor of alcohol consumption compared to drinking to decrease negative emotion, interventions that focus on drinking as a coping mechanism may not be as effective for those who drink to feel good and to have fun. Instead, these individuals may require approaches that simultaneously validate their desire to drink to have fun while examining the potential risk of drinking excessively and the consequences of doing so. They may also benefit from interventions that target their perceptions of normative drinking among YMSM, which may reveal that they overestimate how much other YMSM drink. Finally, given that YMSM were more likely to engage in CAS with casual partners on days when they drank more (in general and before sex), HIV prevention programs can address the influence of alcohol on sexual risk behavior with partners for whom there are not established patterns of sexual behavior. Further, these findings speak to the importance of developing HIV prevention programming that helps YMSM navigate the contexts surrounding different sexual encounters. Risk factors for HIV acquisition differ between casual and serious partners, and we can only curb rising HIV incidence by preparing YMSM for all types of risky encounters.
The current findings must be considered in light of limitations. First, we only asked participants to report on their drinking motives on days when they drank. As such, our data can speak to whether drinking motives predict how much people drink, but not whether or not they drink. Future research could consider assessing drinking motives at the beginning of the day for all participants and then assessing whether or not people drank at the end of the day. Such a test would allow for an examination of whether drinking motives predict whether or not people drank. Additionally, there were too few participants who completed the measure of drinking motives on most days to test its psychometric properties [35] . Although it is based on a measure that has established psychometric properties [34] , we cannot confirm the factor structure of the measure or the internal consistencies of the subscales at the event-level. Second, there is evidence that the event-level associations between drinking motives and number of drinks consumed depend on whether the drinking is social or nonsocial in nature. While social facilitation and enhancement motives have the most influence on social drinking, coping motives have the most influence on nonsocial drinking [16, 37, 49] . Given that we did not assess whether drinking occasions were social or non-social, we were not able to test hypotheses related to differences based on social versus non-social situations. Future research should also consider social context and test whether the associations among drinking motives, alcohol consumption, and CAS differ depending on the context in which alcohol is being used (e.g., at a bar, at home). Third, participants were not provided with the definition of a standard drink, so data on the number of drinks consumed reflect each participant's perception of what constitutes a drink. Although this may affect between-person comparisons, this is unlikely to affect the within-person associations that we tested. Finally, the majority of the sample identified as gay, all participants were required to report binge drinking or illicit drug use in the past 30 days, and all participants were recruited via Facebook to participate in a randomized trial. As such, the sample is not nationally representative and findings may not generalize to all YMSM (e.g., those who do not identify as gay, those who do not endorse binge drinking or illicit drug use, and those who do not agree to participate in online studies). Despite limitations, the current study filled an important gap in the literature by examining the event-level associations among drinking motives, alcohol consumption, and sexual risk behavior in a racially/ethnically diverse sample of YMSM. The current findings demonstrate that drinking motives influence alcohol use and that alcohol use influences sexual risk behavior with casual partners at the event-level among YMSM. As such, findings highlight the need for interventions to target both drinking motives and alcohol use in order to reduce problematic drinking and sexual risk behavior.
